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GUIDE PRICE £325,000 - £350,000

Sleek, stylish and contemporary, this superb first floor apartment generates a superior lifestyle in a great location that's within easy
reach of the seafront, mainline station and the hubbub of Portland Road's independent shops, bars and restaurants. Impeccably
presented with an excellent clean line design scheme, an easy flowing layout includes a large open plan living room and kitchen that
have a hugely sociable feel. A duo of south and west facing glass framed balconies offer fantastic views and add the perfect finishing
touch, while residents of this recently built modern complex also benefit from allocated off-road parking.

Instantly generating a wonderful sense of space, the richly toned engineered wood floor of the hallway flows into an inviting living room
that generates a perfect place to spend time together or relax with friends. Double aspect sliding doors allow a lovely amount of natural
light to tumble in and open onto a duo of south and west facing glass framed balconies that create a choice of spots to enjoy outdoor
meals or simply sit back and relax in the sun.

Generously proportioned, this hugely sociable space easily accommodates plenty of seating and a large dining table, while its open plan
layout wraps-around to also incorporate a stylish kitchen that's superbly appointed with sleek handle-less cabinets and a first class
array of integrated appliances.

The sweeping city views and sense of space are echoed in each of the two double bedrooms. Equally well-presented, whilst the large
main bedroom benefits from an enviable en suite shower room with a walk-in rainfall shower, the second bedroom has the versatility to
be ideal family or guest accommodation as well as catering for anyone who works from home.
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